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Hikvision offers advanced and comprehensive solutions that fluidly integrate all the moving parts, making setup and 
daily operations much easier for your unique conditions

Hospitals and healthcare facilities are designed to be places of healing, recovery, and tranquillity. However, with high 
volumes of people constantly coming and going - visitors, volunteers, patients, and others - maintaining smooth operations 
and responding quickly to emergency events are becoming more challenging.

PramaHikvision’s Solution for healthcare facilities helps to answer all of these concerns and more with its advanced 
technology, powerful cameras, and reliable recording devices. Everywhere from guard stations to intensive care units, 
Hikvision products powerfully assist and protect healthcare facilities and personnel, making both security and management 
for hospitals easier and more intelligent.

In the ongoing pandemic crisis, innovative products and solutions like temperature screening thermographic cameras, 
temperature measurement walk-through detector and MinMoe face recognition terminal with temperature screening and face 
mask wearing alert, are helpful to manage large number of hospital staff, visitors, patients and doctors. Hikvision temperature 
screening solution, with multiple product types and wide range of applications, is designed for the detection of skin-surface 
temperatures so as to achieve rapid and safe preliminary screening in public areas with high efficiency in a multitude of 
scenarios.These include thermographic cameras, MinMoe terminals, metal detector door, deep in mind NVRs and smart 
onboard terminals.

Hikvision offers advanced and comprehensive solutions that fluidly integrate all the moving parts, making setup and daily 
operations much easier for your unique conditions. The solutions include following activities and requirements, reception to 
patient calling, internal calling system, doctor monitoring, paging in clinic, second generation IP video intercom solution, IP 
VDP intercom clinic kit and analog video intercom solution.

Prama Hikvision’s Smart Healthcare Security Solution covers nurse station to patient areas and other critical parts of the 
hospital.

Prama Hikvision’s Smart Healthcare Security Solution is specially designed for hospitals and clinics, it also brings the value 
added convenience, security and safety to the entire ecosystem.
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